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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, ODDo NoNFRI, a sub
ject of the King of Italy, and a resident of
the city of New York, borough of Man
hattan, in the county and State of New
York, have invented a new and Improved
Combined Guitar and Mandolin, of which
the following is a full, clear, and exact de
scription.
This invention relates to musical instru
0
ments and particularly to a combined guitar
and mandolin, and has for an object the pro
vision of an arrangement whereby the
strings of each instrument may be inde
5 pendently played while using the same head

the nut
or Saddle 13 being used in the usual
le.
Arranged On the mandolin section 8 is a

bridge 14 over which the mandolin strings 60
15. are passed, said mandolin strings also
being supported by a saddle 16 near head 3
and adjacent the various apertures 17
through which the mandolin strings pass
before
being secured to some of the pins 18
arranged on head 3. It is to be noted that 65
there is a tuningpin 18 for each of the man
dolin strings and also a tuning pin for each
of the guitar strings, whereby the various
Strings may be tuned in the usual manner, 70
the particular construction of the pins 18
forming no part of the present invention.
and the same Sounding board.
It will be observed from Fig. 3 that theman
A still further object in view is to pro dolin
strings are caused to extend through
vide an arrangement of bridges, tail pieces apertures
22 in the sound board 23 so as to
and the like, whereby a set of mandolin
75
20 strings and a set of guitar strings may be be connected with a tail piece 24 while the
Opposite
ends
are
connected
with
some
of
used upon the same device, one set being
pins 18. The bridge 14, as shown in
spaced above the other for part of their the
Fig.
3, is made sufficiently high to cause the
length in order that the respective strings mandolin
strings 15 for part of their length 80
may be played independently.
to
be
farther
from the finger board 19 be
25 In the accompanying drawings: Figure 1.
bridge 14 and the saddle 16, whereby
is a plan view of a combined guitar and tween
mandolin strings may be properly
mandolin disclosing an embodiment of the the
played
without striking the guitar strings.
invention: Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the A finger
board 19 is provided with a plu
neck of the device, the same being enlarged rality of position
stops 20 which may be
30 in order to disclose more clearly certain
in the usual manner for guitars or
parts of the invention; Fig. 3 is a longitu arranged
and additional stops 21 are pro
dinal vertical section through the neck and mandolins,
part of the body of the instrument, the same vided also for guiding the fingers in playing
being approximately on the same scale as
35 that shown in Fig. 2; Fig. 4 is a transverse
section through Fig. 2 on line 4-4; Fig. 5
is a transverse section through Fig. 2 on
line 5-5.
Referring to the accompanying drawings
40 by numerals, 1 indicates the body of the
guitar, 2 the neck and 3 the head.
The body 1 of the guitar is formed so as
to provide depressions 4 and 5 whereby a
restricted section 6 is formed, thus produc
45 ing what may be termed a guitar section 7
and a mandolin section 8, the mandolin sec
tion 8 being provided with a sound hole 9.
The guitar section 7 is provided with the
usual bridge 10 having the bridge pins 11
50 arranged thereon in the usual manner so
as to receive the ends of the various guitar
strings 12, which guitar strings extend over
part of the section 7, section 8, neck 2, and
are properly secured in place in head 3 by
55 adjusting members of any preferred type,

the mandolin. The bridge 14 is provided
with notches through which the guitar 90
strings extend and on which the mandolin
strings rest, as clearly shown in Fig. 3.
In forming the finger board 19 a plurality
of depressions 25 are provided therein, said 95
depressions severing the various mandolin
frets 26, as shown more particularly in Fig.
2, in order to allow the guitar strings to be
forced downwardly at the same time that
the mandolin strings and yet be held out of 00
contact with the fret. For instance, in
case the operator's finger presses on a given
mandolin string and also overlaps one or
more of the guitar strings, all of the strings
would be depressed but only the mandolin 05
string would engage a fret so that the re
maining
strings would remain below the
mandolin strings and thus provide only one
string in proper position for playing. By
this construction and arrangement it is per 10
missible to arrange the mandolin strings 15
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between the respective strings 12 of the
guitar, whereby the finger board is of the
usual width found in guitars and either the
guitar or mandolin strings may be played
by merely shifting the hand from one posi
tion to another.
The various frets, both for the guitar
strings and the mandolin strings, are spaced
to give the chromatic scale, though if de
sired they could be arranged otherwise,
namely, so that the guitar frets would give
the chromatic scale while the mandolin
frets
would furnish only the diatonic scale.
What I claim is:
1. In a combined instrument of the char

acter described, a body formed with a sound
board, a neck extending from said body pro
vided with a head, guitar strings, means
for stretching the guitar strings, said means
20 including the usual guitar bridge and head,
a plurality of mandolin strings, means con
nected with the sound board for holding one
end of said mandolin strings while the op
posite
end is held by said head, a bridge for
SS
the mandolin strings, said bridge support
ing the mandolin strings above the guitar
strings for part of their length, and a fin
ger board provided with depressions inter
O cepting the frets of the mandolin strings,
said depressions being below the guitar
strings.
2. In a combined instrument of the char
acter described, a guitar including the usual
guitar strings, a set of mandolin strings
connected to the head of the guitar, a tail
piece connected with the sound board of the
guitar for holding the opposite end of the
mandolin strings to that held by said head,

said mandolin strings being between
the guitar strings, a bridge adjacent one 40
end of the sound board of the guitar, said
bridge having notches therein for accom
modating the guitar strings, said bridge
Supporting the mandolin strings for part of
their length above the guitar strings, and a 48
plurality of mandolin frets arranged be
tween the guitar frets on the finger board
of the guitar.
3. In a combined instrument of the char
acter described, a guitar including the usual 50
strings, a finger board for the guitar pro
vided with the usual frets, said finger board
being formed with depressions between said
frets, a set of mandolin strings extending
from the head of the guitar to the center of 55
the sound board, a bridge for supporting
said mandolin strings for part of their
length above the guitar strings, and a plu
rality of mandolin frets arranged on said
finger board, said mandolin frets being di O
vided by the depressions on the finger board,
whereby when the finger of the operator is

placedon a particular part of the finger
board
in playing the mandolin strings the
guitar strings are forced into said depres 65
sions while the mandolin strings are sup
ported by said last mentioned frets and

thereby are caused to play while the guitar
strings are caused to remain silent.
In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence 70
of two subscribing witnesses.
Witnesses:

DAVID E. ADLER,

ODDO NONFRI.

ANTOINETTE FUGALLI.
Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner af Patent
Washington, D.C.'
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